General Information:

- Cannot scan patient without order
- Order requirements:
  - Patient information
  - Physician signature/correct contact information
  - ICD-9 code
  - Diagnosis/symptoms
  - Body part to be imaged

- If patient needs an interpreter inform Radiology scheduling so arrangements are made for one to be present for exam

Exams:

- Kidney Transplant – specify with or without Doppler and side transplant is on
- Abdomen – specify quadrant or organ interested in
- Aorta – specify AAA, family history, smoker or screening
- Renal – specify right or left if one native kidney requested
- Hystersonography – needs approval from US technologist before scheduling
- DVT – patients will be accommodated same day but are add-on patients

Add-On Exams:

- STAT – patients are worked into the schedule; will get to them ASAP
- Same day – patients are worked into the schedule; may have to wait

Preps:
attached